
 

 
 

Application Purpose Materials Required 

 
Fast Setting CONCRETE 

 

 
Suitable for fence posts, pergola posts, 
clothesline posts and applications 
requiring rapid setting concrete. 

 
100 x BUILDERS CHOICE Fast Setting Concrete 20kg bags for each cubic meter of finished concrete. 

 

 
General Purpose CONCRETE 

 
 

 
Suitable for slabs, foundations, 
structural concrete (up to N25 class), 
handyman concrete and all 
applications requiring normal setting 
concrete. 

 
100 x BUILDERS CHOICE General Purpose Concrete 20kg bags for each cubic metre of finished concrete. 

 

 
Grey Cement RENDER

 

 
Suitable for most grey cement render 
applications 
 

 
11 x BUILDERS CHOICE Grey Mortar 20kg bags for each 10-square metre of wall area using a 10mm thickness 
coat. 

 

 
Grey Mortar – BRICKWORK, BLOCKWORK

 

 
Suitable for grey mortar application 
(up to M3 mortar classification) and 
for most grey cement render 
applications. 

 
Yield is approximately 25 standard bricks per 20kg bag 

 

 

1. Keep water to a minimum. Add clean water, sufficient to make firm consistent mixture. 

2. Always refer to safety instructions and mixing recommendations as printed on bags.  
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Application Purpose Coverage rates  

 
Flote Cote 

  
 

 
A polymer modified render suitable for 
machine/pump or hand application.  A 
single layer can be applied between 3 
and 20mm thick. 

 
Coverage rate 1.5m² @ 10mm per 20kg bag 
Water demand 4.5L per 20 kg bag 

 

 
Floor Screed 

 
 

 
A precisely manufactured blend of high 
quality cement and finely graded 
sands.  Suitable for forming and 
shaping internally and externally 
screeded floors. 

 
Coverage rate 1.2m² @ 10mm 
Water demand - 2L per 20kg bag for a dry mix 
                             - 3L per 20kg bag for a wet mix 
 

Pave Rite    

 

 
Pave Rite is a polymer modified paving-
gap sand.  Suitable for domestic or 
commercial paving applications. PAVE 
RITE sets rigid to inhibit weed growth, 
insect penetration and erosion. It will 
also resist scouring caused by 
sweeping, water rinsing and traffic.  
 

 
Coverage rate is approximately 4m² per 20kg bag at 3mm gap width between pavers 

 
Dried Paving Sand 

 
 

 
DRIED PAVING SAND is manufactured 
from suitably graded, high quality, 
clean and dried West Australian sand. 
No more sweeping the wet sand across 
the pavers, waiting for it to dry and 
then sweeping it into the joints. 
Sweep it in straight away! 

 
Coverage rate is approximately 4m² per 20kg bag at 3mm gap width between pavers 
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